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Hybrid and direct topologies are cost-efficient and scalable options to interconnect thousands of end nodes in

high-performance computing (HPC) systems. They offer a rich path diversity, high bisection bandwidth, and

a reduced diameter guaranteeing low latency. In these topologies, efficient deterministic routing algorithms

can be used to balance smartly the traffic flows among the available routes. Unfortunately, congestion leads

these networks to saturation, where the HoL blocking effect degrades their performance dramatically. Among

the proposed solutions to deal with HoL blocking, the routing algorithms selecting alternative routes, such as

adaptive and oblivious, can mitigate the congestion effects. Other techniques use queues to separate congested

flows from non-congested ones, thus reducing the HoL blocking. In this article, we propose a new approach

that reduces HoL blocking in hybrid and direct topologies using source-adaptive and oblivious routing. This

approach also guarantees deadlock-freedom as it uses virtual networks to break potential cycles generated by

the routing policy in the topology. Specifically, we propose two techniques, called Source-Adaptive Solution for

Head-of-Line Blocking Avoidance (SASHA) and Oblivious Solution for Head-of-Line Blocking Avoidance (OSHA).

Experiment results, carried out through simulations under different traffic scenarios, show that SASHA and

OSHA can significantly reduce the HoL blocking.
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1 MOTIVATION

The number of computing end nodes in the most powerful high-performance computing (HPC)
systems has increased importantly over the decades, as it shows in the evolution of the Top-500
list. In these systems, the interconnection network is a central element that must offer efficient
communication among the end nodes. If the network does not satisfy the communication require-
ments of the applications supported by HPC systems, then it may become the primary system
bottleneck and markedly degrade the performance of the whole system. Hence, the performance
of the interconnection network is always a priority for interconnect researchers, designers, and
manufacturers.

Indeed, in the past decade, many solutions focused on improving different aspects of high-
performance interconnection networks have been developed, such as routing policies, power
efficiency, or switching features. One of these aspects is the network topology, which defines how
the system end nodes are interconnected. The network topology must offer high-communication
bandwidth and low-latency while being able to interconnect thousands of end nodes. Moreover,
the connection pattern of the topology should provide alternative routes to guarantee that in the
event of faults, the routing algorithm can still communicate all the end nodes of the network. These
requirements have been accomplished traditionally by direct network topologies, such as Tori
topologies, which have been used by some of the most powerful supercomputers in the world, such
as Titan [3] and K-Computer [2]. Although direct networks are significantly cheaper to build com-
pared to other network topologies such as CLOS or Fat-tree networks, they offer a smaller bisection
bandwidth that is not likely to be enough for the HPC systems of the future. Note that direct net-
works leverage communication performed mostly among neighbor end nodes, while HPC appli-
cations require many-to-many communication patterns nowadays. In recent years, designers and
researchers have proposed several hierarchical network topologies, such as Dragonflies [23] or
Slim-flies [6], which focus on reducing the number of required network devices by employing
connection patterns of reduced diameter. Based on this idea, hybrid network topologies, such as
KNS [28], have been also proposed in the last years for interconnecting thousands of processing
and storage end nodes. Like Dragonflies and Slim-flies, KNS topologies offer an excellent per-
formance/cost ratio, mainly because they allow short routes and provide path diversity, which
can be leveraged by efficient routing algorithms. Indeed, apart from the topology, the routing
algorithm is another critical aspect that impacts on network performance. In that sense, many
routing techniques have been designed to leverage the network topologies mentioned above. The
proposed routing algorithms are either deterministic, which always communicate two end nodes
using the same path, or adaptive/oblivious, which select among all the available routes between
two end nodes.

Although the topology and routing proposals mentioned above achieve good performance,
when the network traffic load is high, the network may reach the saturation point, then its per-
formance may drop dramatically due to the congestion effects. Congestion is a natural phenom-
enon in interconnection networks, which arises when several packet-flows persistently contend
for the use of network resources, usually links or switch ports. In lossless networks, like those
commonly used in HPC systems, the effect of flow control causes that traffic clogging the internal
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network paths ends up filling buffers as congestion propagates from where it originates back to
the end nodes. Note that packet discarding is not allowed in lossless networks. Hence, congestion
situations lead to the growth of congestion trees [15], which propagate quickly from where they
originate (i.e., the root of the congestion) throughout the entire network, due to the flow-control
backpressure. However, congestion by itself is not responsible for the network performance degra-
dation. Indeed, in the network points where congestion originates, the congested links and ports
are used at their maximum capacity. In situations where congestion episodes generate congestion
trees spreading throughout the network, the performance degradation occurs as the effect known
as Head-of-Line (HoL) blocking appears, which leads to wasting link bandwidth and spoiling net-
work performance. In general, HoL blocking happens at the input ports of the switches when a
packet, which must access to a free output port, is blocked by the packet at the head of its queue,
which is waiting for accessing another output port that is busy at this moment. Hence, a packet
that could potentially continue its traversal through the network stops. The HoL blocking effect
causes that the average packet latency eventually increases and network throughput decreases.
Unfortunately, HoL blocking may also occur in other situations. When this effect appears only in
the switch where the congestion originates, it is known as low-order HoL blocking [21]. By con-
trast, when this effect originates in a switch different from where congestion originates, due to the
backpressure of the flow control mechanism in upstream switches, it is known as high-order HoL
blocking [20]. Therefore, HoL blocking spreads throughout the network, reaching the end nodes,
if we do not take any countermeasure.

Note that current high-speed network technologies for HPC systems, such as InfiniBand or Intel
Omni Path, do not discard packets when congestion appears, in contrast to computer networks like
Internet, because of the overhead introduced by packet retransmission.1 Therefore, HoL blocking
is a threat to the performance of interconnection networks used in HPC systems, so that dealing
with this threat is an essential issue for current commercial products. In that sense, many solutions
have been proposed specially designed to deal with HoL blocking. Many of these techniques divide
the buffer space at the switch port into different queues, then mapping packets to these queues so
that some traffic flows do not share queues with other traffic flows. Some proposals based on this
idea eliminate the HoL blocking [10, 11, 13], but they require additional resources not supported by
current commercial switches. However, there exist feasible queuing schemes that eliminate HoL
blocking partially [4, 9, 32]. Among the latter, the most efficient schemes are those specially de-
signed for specific network topologies and routing algorithms, as they are aware of both topology
and routing features, and this knowledge allows to leverage the network resources available to
deal with HoL blocking. These “tailored” queuing schemes are known as topology- and routing-
aware. In that sense, we proposed the topology- and routing-aware queuing scheme called BBQ
(Band-based Queuing) [34], which is tailored to KNS topologies using the Hybrid-DOR determin-
istic routing algorithm [28]. BBQ significantly reduces the HoL blocking utilizing a small number
of queues per port. However, the Hybrid-DOR deterministic routing algorithm does not exploit the
path diversity of KNS topologies, while adaptive and oblivious routing algorithms could be used
in KNS, alternatively to deterministic ones, offering the possibility of routing packets through al-
ternative routes. Note that adaptive and oblivious routing algorithms can be used to balance the
traffic in the network, so that the link utilization could be more efficient and congestion appearance
may be prevented or delayed. Moreover, when congestion situations are strong and the routing
algorithm by itself is not able to “dissolve” the congestion trees, we could combine these routing
algorithms with queuing schemes further to reduce HoL blocking. However, note that the BBQ

1Although Ethernet technology, commonly used in the Internet Data-centers, is evolving to be lossless, it is not still being

adopted by the HPC industry in their systems.
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technique was devised assuming the use of deterministic routing so that queuing schemes com-
bined with adaptive/oblivious routing are still an open issue for KNS topologies, which we think
it is worth analyzing.

In this article, we propose a new approach to deal with HoL blocking in KNS and direct
topologies using source-adaptive and oblivious routing algorithms, which could be included with
minimal hardware support in current high-speed network technologies, such as InfiniBand. Our
approach uses virtual networks (VNs) to separate the traffic flows in different layers. We use
separate buffer resources assigning to the VNs different network routes. We define two disjoint
set of routes in the network topology (i.e. KNS and Tori), which are associated, respectively, with
each one of these VNs to prevent deadlocks. Each of the VNs is composed of several queues, so
that traffic flows within the VNs are mapped to these queues based on a queuing scheme to reduce
HoL blocking inside that VN. Based on this idea, we have designed two solutions for HoL blocking
avoidance and deadlock prevention in KNS and direct topologies, called OSHA (Oblivious Solution

for HoL Blocking Avoidance) and SASHA (Source Adaptive Solution for HoL Blocking Avoidance),
which use oblivious and source-adaptive routing, respectively. Note that OSHA and SASHA differ
on the type of routing algorithm used in the network. While OSHA is proposed for networks using
oblivious routing (i.e., the VN to map the traffic flows is selected randomly regardless the network
status), SASHA looks at the occupancy of queues of network interface and maps traffic flows to
the VN with lower occupancy. Moreover, both OSHA and SASHA leverage the queues at each VN
to reduce the HoL blocking using the same queuing scheme, called Dynamic Band-based Queuing
(DBBQ). In general, OSHA and SASHA proposals improve network performance while requiring
just a reduced set of network resources, i.e., they need a small number of queues (2 or 4) per port.
To evaluate these proposals, we have performed extensive simulation experiments in several
KNS and Tori topologies, where we have generated synthetic and trace-based traffic patterns
modeling different congestive episodes. The obtained results show that SASHA and OSHA are
feasible alternatives to reduce HoL blocking in KNS and Tori topologies using source-adaptive and
oblivious routing algorithms. In summary, the main contributions of this article are the following:

• We analyze the congestion dynamics in KNS and Tori topologies using source-adaptive and
oblivious routing.

• For these network configurations, we propose a new approach that uses two virtual net-
works (VNs) to balance the traffic between two disjoint sets of alternative routes. In this
way deadlocks are prevented. Besides, several several queues are used per VN to reduce
HoL blocking inside the VNs.

• Based on this approach, we propose two techniques: OSHA for KNS and Tori networks
using oblivious routing, and SASHA for networks using source-adaptive routing. Both of
them use two VNs assigning them a different set of routes, and a queuing scheme, called
DBBQ that is based on BBQ [34]. DBBQ maps traffic flows to the queues within a VN,
reducing HoL blocking inside that VN.

• We have evaluated OSHA and SASHA through simulation experiments modeling differ-
ent switch architectures and traffic patterns in networks connecting up to 13K end nodes,
looking also at their scalability.

• We provide some implementation details of SASHA and OSHA in InfiniBand-based
networks.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 overviews the background and concepts
used in the article, related to network topologies, routing algorithms, and mechanisms to reduce
HoL blocking. Section 3 describes our proposals OSHA and SASHA as well as the DBBQ queuing
scheme. Section 4, discusses the implementation of our proposals in InfiniBand-based networks.
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Section 5 shows the evaluation results of our proposals. Finally, in Section 6, some conclusions
are drawn.

2 BACKGROUND DESCRIPTION

2.1 KNS Network Topologies

Network topologies for HPC systems are traditionally classified as either direct or indirect. On
the one hand, direct topologies usually adopt an orthogonal structure, where the end nodes are
organized in a n-dimensional space and connected in each dimension according to a ring or array
arrangement. 2D or 3D direct topologies are relatively easy to build as each topology dimension
is mapped to a physical dimension. Direct topologies with a small number of dimensions tend to
have a large number of end nodes per dimension, which also leads to an increase in communi-
cation latency. Direct topologies with more than three dimensions imply not only increasing the
wiring complexity but also the length of their links when they are mapped to our 3D physical
space, thereby increasing the communication latency and negatively impacting performance. For
instance, there are several examples of direct topologies in the most powerful supercomputers in-
cluded in the Top-500 ranking. In the last list of June 2018, we can see the Gemini topology [3] in
the Titan supercomputer (USA), and the Tofu interconnect [2] in the K-Computer (Japan). On the
other hand, the most common indirect topologies are multistage interconnection networks (MINs)
where switches are arranged in a set of stages. Indirect topologies usually provide better perfor-
mance than direct topologies for a large number of end nodes, at the cost of using a high number of
switches and links and increasing the wiring complexity, which grows with the size of the network.
One example of MIN topologies widely used in HPC systems is the Fat-tree [24]. However, Fat-trees
are naturally deadlock-free topologies that offer a higher bisection than direct topologies, a high
number of alternative routes and reduced diameter. However, both direct and indirect topologies
present significant drawbacks when the number of end nodes to be interconnected is enormous.

Recently, apart from hierarchical topologies, such as Dragonflies [23], Slim-flies [6], or Projec-
tive networks [8], hybrid topologies have been proposed to get the benefits from both direct and
indirect topologies. In general, the objective of hybrid topologies is to provide high-performance
like indirect topologies, but at a similar cost compared to direct topologies. With this objective
in mind, the k-ary n-direct s-indirect (KNS) family of topologies were proposed [28]. Specifically,
KNS topologies organize end nodes in n dimensions, as in a direct network topology, each dimen-
sion having k end nodes, but the end nodes of a given dimension are not interconnected as in
meshes or Tori. Instead, these end nodes are connected utilizing an indirect subnetwork such as a
simple crossbar or switch. Note, however, that the indirect subnetwork may also consist of several
switches arranged in several stages, like Fat-tree networks, instead of a single switch requiring the
use of expensive high-radix switches. The number of stages in the indirect subnetwork is given by
the s parameter. The three parameters k, n, and s give the name to KNS topologies.

Figure 1 shows an example of a two-dimension (2D) 16-node KNS topology connecting 4 end
nodes per dimension, and using 4-port switches in the indirect network (i.e., one stage). Note that
the number of end nodes that this topology can interconnect is given by N = kn . The number
of switches S is given by the formula S = (N × n)/k . Note that each end node is connected to a
different switch in each of the network dimensions. Thanks to this feature, KNS topologies offer a
rich path diversity. In Figure 1 two end nodes can communicate through several routes. Moreover,
KNS topologies allow routes whose length is short on average, leading to lower network latencies
when compared to other network topologies. Both properties ease the implementation of efficient
routing algorithms, such as the Hybrid-DOR, source-adaptive and oblivious (See Section 2.2).
The KNS family of topologies [28] has been evaluated in comparison to other topologies (Tori,
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Fig. 1. Example of a 16-node 2D-KNS topology (4-ary 2-direct 1-indirect). Two paths (XY and YX) are shown
for packets from end node 0 to end node 15.

Fat-trees, etc.), comparing cost, performance and complexity, offering a better performance/cost
ratio than indirect topologies, if the number of end nodes to connect is high.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that, to build KNS topologies in real systems, it is required that
network interfaces offer support for re-routing packets among their ports without the intervention
of the host node hardware. For instance, in Figure 1, we need to route packets at node #3 from one
port to another to follow the XY path (colored in blue). This means that the network interfaces
should offer offloaded capabilities to perform the re-routing function. As far as we know this sup-
port is not yet ready in commercial products. However, note that the last InfiniBand-based network
interfaces, such as EDR ConnectX-5 and HDR ConnectX-6 HCAs, offer virtual switching offload
capabilities in the hardware (i.e., Enhanced vSwitch) “for future protocols” (e.g., the Hybrid-DOR
routing for KNS). Therefore, when the re-routing functionality is ready in the network interfaces
(which is doable with the current technology), we could build KNS networks.

2.2 Routing Algorithms

The routing algorithm determines the path followed by a packet from its source to its destination,
and it should guarantee full connectivity and deadlock-freedom. An efficient routing algorithm
balances the traffic flows smartly through the available routes in the network, regardless of the
behavior of the traffic generated by the applications. Moreover, efficient routing algorithms min-
imize the number of hops between any two end nodes, using minimal routes (i.e., routes in the
network performing as fewer hops as possible) to reduce the packet latency. Routing algorithms
can be classified according to several orthogonal criteria. For instance, the following classification
is based on the number of paths available for each source-destination pair:

• Deterministic routing. Packets sent from a given source to a given destination always fol-
low the same path. This type of algorithms is the simplest to be implemented in hardware,
and therefore these algorithms are widely used in commercial products. A well-known de-
terministic routing algorithm is Dimension-order Routing (DOR), used in direct topologies
such as Meshes and Tori. In this algorithm, dimensions are crossed in a given order, so that
all the packets between two end nodes always cross first the intermediate nodes in the first
dimension, then the nodes in the second dimension, and so on.

• Oblivious routing. Packets from a given source to a given destination can follow different
paths available in the topology. For each packet, the path is selected without taking into
account the state of the network, using a selection policy such as random or round-robin.
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• Adaptive routing. Like in oblivious routing, packets sent from a given source to a given
destination can follow several paths offered in the topology. However, for each packet, the
path is selected based on the state of the network, usually on the occupancy of the buffers.

In KNS topologies, a deterministic routing algorithm is proposed derived from DOR, called
Hybrid-DOR [28]. The Hybrid-DOR algorithm implements a policy where network dimensions
are crossed in an established order to guarantee deadlock-freedom, as it happens with the DOR al-
gorithm in the direct networks. Specifically, the X dimension is crossed first, then the Y dimension
(i.e., an X-Y routing algorithm). As it can be seen in Figure 1, the number of hops of each path is
independent of the number of end nodes per dimension, and it is always two hops to communicate
whatever pair of end nodes. As mentioned above, Hybrid-DOR provides acceptable performance
for KNS networks. However, the use of oblivious or adaptive routing algorithms has not been ex-
plored yet. In Figure 1, it could be possible for a routing algorithm select between the XY paths (i.e.,
a packet is first routed in the X dimension, then in the Y) and YX paths (i.e., a packet is first routed
in the Y dimension, then in the X). To the best of our knowledge, the benefits of using either obliv-
ious or adaptive routing algorithms in KNS topologies have not been explored yet. Moreover, the
effects of HoL blocking in KNS and direct topologies using source-adaptive or oblivious routing
algorithms are an open issue.

2.3 Solutions to HoL Blocking

High-performance interconnection networks can use a congestion control technique to alleviate
the degradation of network performance derived from congestion. This, for instance, occurs in the
InfiniBand-based networks [17, 19]. Nowadays, the two most popular approaches to congestion
control in HPC systems are injection throttling (i.e., the one used in InfiniBand-based networks)
and queue-based flow-separation. Injection throttling reduces the packet-injection rate at the source
end nodes when the switches detect congestion, and this alleviates the congestion situation after
a while. Although injection throttling does not directly eliminate HoL blocking, this effect disap-
pears once congestion is removed. Moreover, injection throttling is not scalable with network size
as the delay from congestion detection to reaction at the sources grows with the network diam-
eter [14]. By contrast, queue-based flow-separation strategies are based on having at each port a
set of queues (i.e., Virtual Channels (VCs) [9]) to store separately different packet flows, prevent-
ing or reducing the impact of HoL blocking. Hence, queue-based solutions directly deal with HoL
blocking.

Theoretically, the most efficient queue-based solutions are those that dynamically allocate
queues to isolate the packet flows that contribute to congestion (usually referred to as “hot flows”),
so that the HoL blocking that these flows could cause over others (“cold flows”) is prevented. Some
of these solutions, such as the one described for ATLAS [22], identify hot flows based on their fi-
nal destination and assume that congestion originates only at endpoints. Other solutions such as
Regional Explicit Congestion Notification (RECN) [11] and Efficient and cost-effective Congestion-

Control (EcoCC) [14] consider that congestion may originate also at internal points of the net-
work. However, these techniques require additional resources such as mechanisms to detect and
separate hot flows, specific control messages, and Content-Addressable Memories (CAM) to keep
track of congested points at each port. These resources are not supported by current commercial
interconnects.

However, other queue-based solutions map packet flows to queues using a static mapping policy,
independently of the traffic conditions. Although these techniques do not require specific resources
to evaluate and store information about network status, some of them are not an affordable imple-
mentation. For instance, Virtual Output Queues at the network level (VOQnet) [10] uses at each
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switch port as many queues as destinations are in the network so that any packet is mapped to the
queue corresponding to its destination. Thus, packets share queues only with other packets ad-
dressed to the same destination. This queuing scheme prevents low- and high-order HoL blocking,
but it is unfeasible due to the high number of queues required per port.

By contrast, other static queuing schemes are far more feasible as they require a reduced number
of queues per port. Among them, Virtual Output Queues at switch level (VOQsw) [4] uses at each
port as many queues as output ports are in the switch so that each incoming packet is mapped to
the queue assigned to its next output port. Hence, VOQsw prevents the low-order HoL blocking,
but not the high-order one. Other similar (although not identical) queuing schemes that partially
reduce HoL blocking are Dynamically Allocated Multi-queues (DAMQs) [32] or Destination-based
Buffer Management (DBBM) [26].

In general, the static queuing schemes mentioned above are not aware of the routing algorithm
and network topology. As a consequence, the reduced set of queues per port is not always ef-
ficiently leveraged to reduce HoL blocking, and the performance of these techniques may drop
in specific topologies when HoL blocking appears. By contrast, other queuing schemes take into
account the network configuration, such as Flow2SL [12] and vFTree [18], which are specially
designed for fat-trees topologies using deterministic routing algorithm [16, 35], to exploit their
characteristics and reduce the HoL blocking more effectively. Similarly, we devised a static queu-
ing scheme specially tailored to KNS topologies using the hybrid-DOR (deterministic) routing al-
gorithm, called Band-based Queuing (BBQ) [34]. Specifically, BBQ reduces HoL blocking in KNS
networks using a static queuing scheme based on a simple policy to map packets to queues at
each switch port. The idea is to virtually divide the KNS topology into several areas (or bands),
and map traffic flows to them so that this reduces HoL blocking. Specifically, at input ports, the
BBQ mapping policy selects the queue to store each incoming packet according to the formula in
Equation (1):

SelectedQueue =
Destination × #Queues

#EndNodes
, (1)

where Destination is the destination of the packet, #Queues is the number of queues that BBQ
configures at each switch port (i.e., the number of queues each port buffer is divided into), and
#EndNodes is the number of end nodes in the network. This queue-selection policy virtually divides
the KNS network into a given number of horizontal bands, each one consisting of one or more
consecutive rows of destinations. Destinations in different rows result in a different SelectedQueue
when they are introduced as a “Destination” in Equation (1). Thus, packets whose destinations are
in different rows are always stored in different queues. As a result, packet flows addressed to
different rows cannot produce HoL blocking to each other.

Although BBQ significantly improves the performance of KNS networks, its effectiveness is
limited by the use of the Hybrid-DOR routing algorithm. We have observed that in KNS networks
using the XY Hybrid-DOR version, the links in the X-dimension may be prematurely congested,
since packets always move first on the X dimension, and then in the Y one. This situation leads
to an unbalanced utilization of the network links and a diminution of the system performance,
even if BBQ is used. Therefore, we think that the performance of KNS topologies can be further
improved if we exploit their path diversity (i.e., the YX paths) using minimal-path routes. This idea
can be extended to direct networks as well. Therefore, to exploit the available routes in KNS and
direct topologies, we will use oblivious or adaptive routing algorithms, combined with a suitable
queuing scheme aware of both the topology and the routing properties.
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3 OSHA AND SASHA DESCRIPTION

In this section, we propose a new approach to deal with congestion and HoL blocking in KNS and
direct topologies using oblivious and source-adaptive routing. This approach leverages some of
the properties of these topologies and their routing algorithms, such as path diversity and traffic
balancing, to reduce HoL-blocking while preventing deadlocks. First, we detail how to exploit path
diversity to prevent deadlocks by dividing the network resources in two virtual networks (VNs).
Second, we propose Oblivious Solution for Head-of-Line Blocking Avoidance (OSHA) for KNS and
direct networks using oblivious routing, and Source-Adaptive Solution for Head-of-Line Blocking

Avoidance (SASHA) for KNS and direct networks using source-adaptive routing algorithms. OSHA
and SASHA divide the VNs in several queues and apply the same queuing scheme (called DBBQ)
separately to each VN to map traffic flows to the different queues, reducing HoL blocking. Note
that we use two different names (OSHA and SASHA) to distinguish when we apply our approach to
networks using oblivious routing from when we use source-adaptive routing. Although, hereafter,
we refer to these names as “techniques,” they correspond to the same approach for reducing HoL
blocking in KNS and direct networks using oblivious and source-adaptive routing.

3.1 Deadlock-Freedom Provision

As we have just explained, OSHA and SASHA are both based on the same approach to guaran-
tee deadlock-freedom. Specifically, this approach defines two VNs to offer dedicated buffering to
two disjoint set of routes offered by the specific routing algorithm applied to the given network
topology. For instance, Figure 2 shows a 16-node 2D KNS topology, using a single switch in the
indirect subnetwork. In this figure, physical links connecting end-nodes to switches are divided
in two links, to show that the XY and YX paths offered by the Hybrid-DOR routing in the KNS
topology can be associated to two different VNs. Note that the paths offered by the “XY” Hybrid-
DOR routing (i.e., first the links in the X axis are chosen, then those in the Y axis) are depicted by
bold lines colored in blue, and the paths of the “YX” Hybrid-DOR routing are depicted (i.e., first
the links in the Y axis are chosen, then those in the X axis) by dashed lines colored in red.

As it has been mentioned above, the typical routing algorithms for direct networks is the well-
known dimension-order routing (DOR) policy, which restricts the routes a packet can take to one
dimension, then to another dimension (and so on, in the case of more than two dimensions). The
DOR algorithm is deadlock-free as it applies the restrictions to the routes, then preventing cycles
in the channel dependency graph. Based on DOR, the Hybrid-DOR policy for KNS is deadlock free
as well, as it restricts the routes as the DOR algorithm does. However, to leverage the path diversity
of both KNS and direct topologies, and to balance link utilization, OSHA and SASHA work with
some degree of adaptiveness in the topology. Specifically, based on the DOR routing, packets sent
from a given source to a given destination in a two-dimensional (2D) KNS or direct topology can
follow two different routes across the network (see Figure 2):

(1) XY path: The X dimension is crossed first, then the Y dimension.
(2) YX path: The Y dimension is crossed first, then the X dimension.

Note that using XY and YX paths simultaneously introduces cycles in the channel-dependency
graph (CDG) that could lead to deadlocks if no measures are taken to prevent this situation. For
instance, we can consider in Figure 2 that four traffic flows F1, F2, F3, and F4 are generated: F1 is
generated from end node 0 to end node 5, F2 from 1 to 4, F3 from 5 to 0, and F4 from 4 to 1. We
also assume that it is possible to use XY and YX paths and there are not VNs. Therefore, in this
situation a deadlock could appear if F1 uses an XY path, F2 uses a YX path, F3 uses an XY path, and
F4 uses a YX path. Note that this situation could be prevented if we separate in different buffering
resources packets following XY paths from packets following YX paths.
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Fig. 2. A 16-node 2D-KNS topology where each physical link between an end node and a switch is decom-
posed in two virtual links, creating two virtual networks (VNs) in the topology: the XY-VN and the YX-VN.

In the case of three-dimensional (3D) KNS and direct topologies (e.g., Tori) using the DOR rout-
ing, we could define several types of paths as well: XYZ, XZY, YXZ, YZX, ZXY, and ZYX. Note that
in this case, we would need six VNs to guarantee deadlock prevention, if we follow the approach of
separating types of paths in different VNs. Although other approaches could be used to reduce the
number of required VNs, we decided to limit the adaptiveness degree to two types of paths, since
the number of queues is limited in current network technologies (e.g., InfiniBand-based switches
offer eight VLs). To increase the adaptivity degree optimizing the VNs is left for future work.

Therefore, we assume two VNs and assign to them two disjoint set routes, offered by the routing
algorithm. The VN selected by a packet cannot be changed once that packet is injected in the
network, as we describe in the next section. Thanks to this approach cyclic dependencies are not
possible in the CDG of the KNS and direct topologies using oblivious and source-adaptive routing.
Therefore, OSHA and SASHA prevent deadlocks, while they can reduce the HoL blocking using
two VNs, and several queues per VN, as we explain in Section 3.3.

3.2 Virtual Network Selection

The VN in which a packet is going to be mapped is selected by the source end node based on
the routing algorithm (i.e., oblivious or source-adaptive). As we have described before, this VN
cannot be changed once the packet is injected into the network. In the case of 2D topologies, the
queues of the first VN are used exclusively by packets that follow XY paths, whereas the queues of
the second VN are used exclusively by packets that follow YX paths. In the case of KNS of direct
topologies using more dimensions, we need to select only two type of paths among the available
ones (e.g., XYZ and YXZ).

Hence, a packet following a XY path will never be stored in queues assigned to packets fol-
lowing YX paths (and vice versa). OSHA and SASHA differ in the criterion for the VN selection,
since that criterion depends on the routing algorithm. On the one hand, OSHA uses a round-robin
policy so that packets injected consecutively from a source end node are shuffled between both
VNs. As a consequence, the XY and YN VNs receive the same amount of traffic regardless the
traffic conditions in the network, thereby “proactively” balancing the load of X-dimension and Y-
dimension links. On the other hand, SASHA selects the VN depending on the occupancy of the
output queues of the source end node. In this case, the queue with lower occupancy among those
where the packet could be mapped (according to the queuing scheme) is selected, then the VN
that includes this queue is selected. In this way, SASHA “reactively” balances the utilization of
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Fig. 3. DBBQ divides a 16-node 2D-KNS topology into four horizontal and vertical bands.

both VNs, based on the occupancy at source nodes. It is worth mentioning that SASHA only needs
the information of the occupancy of the queues at source end nodes in order work properly, not
requiring additional information from switches, control messages and notifications to/from the
network.

Note that SASHA can react to congestion in a VN, in contrast with OSHA, which is not aware of
any sign of congestion. For instance, if a VN is congested, OSHA keeps shuffling packets between
both VNs. By contrast, in the same scenario, SASHA stops using the congested VN and would only
use the other one while congestion lasts. However, SASHA requires a mechanism to monitor the
queue occupancy at egress ports of end nodes of the network, as we describe in Section 4.

3.3 HoL Blocking Reduction

As we have explained before, an additional benefit of using two separate VNs is that HoL blocking
cannot happen between two packet flows assigned to different VNs, as these flows would never
share queues. However, HoL blocking is still possible among flows assigned to the same VN. To
reduce this “intra-VN” HoL blocking, OSHA and SASHA divide each VN in several queues, and
use an efficient and suitable queuing scheme, which operates independently at each VN, to map
packets to a specific queue inside the corresponding VN.

Note that we do not restrict the queuing scheme that could be used at each VN, since similar
ideas to those of OSHA and SASHA could be applied to other network topologies. However, to
provide an efficient HoL blocking reduction, we have adapted the BBQ technique (see Section 2.3)
to OSHA and SASHA, since BBQ is a successful queuing scheme for KNS networks. Based on BBQ,
we have proposed a new queuing scheme, called Dynamic Band-based Queuing (DBBQ), which
selects horizontal or vertical bands depending on the VN selected. Figure 3 shows an example of
DBBQ for a 16-node 2D-KNS topology.

Note the total number of queues required per port (n) is the number of queues per port required
by the queuing scheme multiplied by the number of VNs (two in our case). So at each port we
need a number of queues between 0 and n

2 − 1 for the first VN (XY path), whereas queues between
n
2 and n − 1 are used by the second VN (YX path). For instance, in the example of 3, we can use
four queues per port (one per band), so that queues 0 and 1 could be used by the first VN whereas
queues 2 and 3 by the second one. However, more queues can be used per VN to increase the
efficiency in HoL blocking reduction.
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Fig. 4. Buffer occupancy of switch port #0 in 16-node 2D KNS network using BBQ (left) and DBBQ (right).

Although we could use BBQ to reduce HoL blocking inside each VN, it does not fit them opti-
mally, since it was devised considering the use of the deterministic “XY” Hybrid-DOR routing. In-
deed, as explained in Section 2.3, BBQ efficiency is derived from the fact that packets traversing the
same horizontal band but are addressed to different bands do not share queues, so that HoL block-
ing is prevented among them. However, when YX paths are used by oblivious or source-adaptive
routing algorithms, packets traversing the same horizontal band are already in their destination
band. Thus, if we use BBQ in this case, all of these packets will be stored in the same queue, the
remaining queues being wasted. Figure 4(a) shows this problem. As we can see, the mapping per-
formed by BBQ is unfortunate, and all the packets are mapped to the same band (i.e., to the same
queue).

To overcome this problem, we propose an alternative queuing scheme that we call Dynamic

Band-based Queuing (DBBQ). Basically, DBBQ divides virtually and dynamically the network into
horizontal or vertical bands depending on the VN used to send the packet (first or second VN):
in the case of the VN #1 the bands are horizontal like in Figure 4(a), but vertical bands are used
in the case of the VN #2, like in Figure 4(b). Note that for 3D KNS topologies, we assume that
bands in 2D topologies transform into horizontal or vertical planes. Like in BBQ, each band (or
plane) corresponds to an exclusive queue where the packets addressed to this band (or plane) are
mapped. Note that, in 3D KNS or direct topologies, packets following XYZ paths are mapped to
VN #1, then to queues corresponding to horizontal bands (or planes), and packets following YXZ
paths are mapped to VN #2, then to queues corresponding to vertical bands (or planes). In this
way, we do not waste queues when packets are mapped to VN #2 (YXZ paths), as in this case
packets traversing a vertical band (or plane), but addressed to different bands (or planes), never
share queues. Figure 4(b) shows the mapping performed by DBBQ using VN #2. As can be seen,
this mapping policy solves the problems of BBQ (see Figure 4(a)). Note that in the case of 3D KNS
and direct topologies, we assume the use of two VNs, as well, therefore the routes in the network
are limited to XYZ and YXZ paths.

DBBQ uses two different formulae to calculate the queue where each packet is stored based on
the XY and YZ paths for 2D topologies, and the XYZ and YXZ paths for 3D topologies. Specifically,
the formula used by DBBQ when a packet is sent to VN #1 is shown in Equation (2), which is similar
to the one used by BBQ (see Equation (1)), but now the #QueuesPerVN parameter represents the
number of queues configured for each VN, instead of the total number of queues per port. However,
the formula used for packets sent to VN #2 divides the network into vertical bands. We show this
formula in Equation (3), where Destination is the destination of the packet, #QueuesPerVN is the
number of queues configured for each VN, and #NodesPerDim is the number of end nodes in each
dimension:

SelectedQueueVN 1 =
Destination × #QueuesPerVN

#EndNodes
, (2)

SelectedQueueVN 2 =
(Destination % #NodesPerDim) × #QueuesPerVN

#NodesPerDim
. (3)
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Note that the result of both formulae is a number of queue relative to the number of queues
assigned to each VN, i.e., not relative to the total number of queues per port.

4 INFINIBAND IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we provide some details to implement OSHA and SASHA in InfiniBand-based net-
works. The InfiniBand Architecture (IBA) offers flexibility to build different network topologies
and implement different routing algorithms. We assume that the network interfaces of the last
generation of IBA hardware can re-route packets in the end node cards without any software par-
ticipation, as vSwitch and offloading capabilities have been included (see Section 2.1). The vSwitch
functionality is in charge of routing packets from the first port to the second in two-port IBA host
channel adapters (HCAs). In the case of 3D KNS topologies, we would need offloading functional-
ity to perform the communication between two HCAs through PCIe, without involving the CPU.
As far as we know, a similar offloading capability is available in current IBA hardware in the tech-
nology GPUdirect, which communicates GPU devices and HCAs without the CPU (nor software)
intervention.

In IBA, the routing algorithm is implemented by the Subnet Manager (SM), a software entity
that discovers the network topology, assigns local identifiers (LIDs) to all the end nodes, and pop-
ulates the switch routing tables based on the selected routing algorithm. Besides, IBA considers
that HCAs at end nodes can be connected to the network through different ports, so that the SM
assigns LIDs to the ports of every HCA. Indeed, the addressing of the same end node by means
different LIDs allows that several can be configured in the network to reach the same end node.
This functionality is required to implement either OSHA or SASHA in IBA. Furthermore, the SM
needs to discover XY and YX paths (XYZ and YXZ paths in the case of 3D topologies) to imple-
ment the oblivious and source-adaptive routing policies, and the Hybrid-DOR routing. Note that
Hybrid-DOR is based on the classic DOR routing algorithm for direct networks, which is already
implemented in current versions of the SM, such as OpenSM (included in the IBA software stack
OFS). Therefore, it would be easy to implement both XY and YX Hybrid-DOR by doing some
changes in OpenSM. Note that using one or another routing depends on the VN selection, and we
still need to find a way for mapping traffic flow to queues inside each VN.

In that sense, OSHA and SASHA require to manage the buffers at switch ports to implement the
respective queues of the two separate VNs. The buffering at the ports in IBA devices is channeled
through Virtual Lanes (VLs), where each VL has its flow control. VLs are assigned to packets
based on their Service Level (SL), which is placed in the packet header before their injection in the
network. The SL cannot be modified once the packet is injected into the network. As the packet
traverses the fabric, the SL determines which VL is used to store the packet in the next visited port.
In the switches, we need to configure the correspondence between SL and VLs. For this purpose,
each IBA device port has an SL-to-VL mapping table, which is consulted each time an incoming
packet needs to know the VL in where it is stored based on the SL at its header. We have defined
the criterion SL=VL to map packets to VL based on the SL. However, it is possible for the packet
that traverses the network to modify the VL it is stored. This functionality is available in some
strategies [30] that differ from us in the way the SL-to-VL tables are filled in. It is important to
mention that IBA defines a maximum of 16 different SLs and VLs, although some manufacturers,
such as Mellanox, build IBA devices supporting 16 SLs but only 9 VLs. As one of these VLs is
reserved for control packets, a maximum of 8 VLs per port is available in total, so that, to implement
OSHA and SASHA, each VN would consist of a maximum of 4 VLs. Note that a specific VL would
belong to only one VN so that packets assigned to different VNs would never share a VL.

Besides, as OSHA and SASHA need to know in advance the VN and the VL where a packet must
be stored, we need to implement in OpenSM a method to calculate first the VN, then the VL for
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Table 1. Evaluated Network Topology Configurations

# Topology
#Endnodes

(also Routers)
#Switches (Indirect

networks)
#Switch ports (Endnodes

per dimension)

1 2D-KNS (48-ary 2-direct 1-indirect) 2,304 96 48

2 3D-KNS (24-ary 3-direct 1-indirect) 13,824 1,728 24

3 2D-Torus (48 × 48) 2,304 — —

4 3D-Torus (24 × 24 × 48) 13,824 — —

every packet prior their injection. As the OpenSM is a centralized process in an end node or a
switch in the network, the decision to select the VN can be delegated to the connection manager
(CM), available at each HCA. As mentioned in Section 3, OSHA and SASHA use different criteria
to select the VN. On the one hand, OSHA (oblivious routing approach) uses a round-robin policy,
whereby the CM has to keep track of the VN selected for the last packet injected from a given
source, then selecting the other VN for the next packet to be injected from that source. On the
other hand, SASHA (source adaptive routing approach) would require to check the occupancy of
the VLs at the end node, where a packet could be mapped depending on the VN, selecting the VN
corresponding to the VL with lower occupancy. This occupancy can be estimated in runtime look-
ing at the end-node performance counters, which store monitoring data regarding the status of the
inbound and outbound traffic at the end node ports. We propose to use two port counters: interval

that measures the number of seconds per interval, and PortVLXmitWait that measures the number
of hardware cycles in the last interval, which the VL could not send data due to insufficient credits
(i.e., contention). Individually, SASHA could configure the CM to compare the PortVLXmitWait

values for all the VLs at the end-nodes network adapters, then selecting the VL with the lowest
PortVLXmitWait value and the VN that VL belongs to. Moreover, a small interval value should be
considered to react quickly to congestion.

Note that packets must be mapped to the queues (i.e., VLs) of each VN according to either
Equations (2) or (3), described in Section 3.3. Therefore, OpenSM needs to calculate the SL of each
packet before their injection in the network, based on those formulae. Precisely, the application of
the DBBQ formulae (Equations (2) and (3)) in an IBA context to compute the packet SL (and VL)
would require to define an ordering to the end nodes of the topology (from 0 to N − 1, being N
the number of end nodes), so that LIDs can be mapped to this ordering. In this way, it would be
easy to apply and implement the above formulae in OpenSM.

5 EVALUATION

In this section, OSHA and SASHA are evaluated based on simulation results obtained in different
network configurations where different traffic scenarios are modeled. For this evaluation, we have
used a custom-made simulator [33] based on the OMNeT++ framework. The simulation tool is a
discrete-event system simulator that accurately models interconnection networks at packet level.
This means that we model the network components, such as network interfaces and switches
components (i.e., buffers, crossbars) and links with high granularity. For instance, we are able to
generate a message in the network interfaces, which is later split into packets, and then injected
one by one in the network. Also, the timing is modeled so that events machine triggers the network
behavior conveniently. Note that the OMNeT++ framework offers many interesting features such
as a simulation kernel, a graphical interface (GUI), and an analysis tool, and it is widely used by
the community, due to its accuracy, when modeling link transfers, buffers, and so on.

Specifically, we have modeled the configurations presented in Table 1 for KNS and Tori topolo-
gies. For the sake of clarity, the Tori direct topologies are included in the experiments to show other
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environments where the proposed queuing schemes can also operate satisfactorily. Note that each
configuration has a different size, as we also want to test the OSHA and SASHA scalability.

For all the network configurations, we assume serial full-duplex pipelined links with 12.5GB/s
(i.e., 100Gbps) of link bandwidth, 6ns of link propagation delay (i.e., a length of 1.2m and a delay
of 5ns/m), both for switch-to-switch and node-to-switch links. These values are similar to those
used in the InfiniBand specification. Regarding the switch model, we assume an input-queued
(IQ) switch architecture, i.e., buffers are present only at switch input ports. We have modeled
switches with 24 and 48 ports, as these are common configurations in several commercial switches.
Similarly, in all the cases the switching technique is Virtual Cut-through, the flow-control policy
is credit-based, and packet MTU size is 4KB. The switch buffers size is 128KB (i.e., 32 packets can
be stored), and they are organized in queues (or virtual channels, VCs) where queuing schemes
can be applied.

Furthermore, the IQ-switch architecture can be improved to natively reduce HoL blocking. This
can be done by implementing virtual output queues (VOQs) through demultiplexed accesses to
the crossbar. The use of VOQs requires that each input port owns a separate entry at buffers
to the crossbar per output port in the switch. In this way several packets from the same queue
can be simultaneously forwarded if they are addressed to different output ports, thus low-order
HoL blocking is completely prevented. Note that VOQs are orthogonal to queues, and indeed the
flow-control policy is applied only at queue-level. Hence, the combination of VOQs and queuing
schemes increase the HoL blocking reduction. To analyze the performance of OSHA and SASHA
proposals, we compare them to other state-of-the-art solutions for HoL blocking reduction. In
more detail, we have modeled the following schemes:

• Single Queue (1VC). In this scheme, there is a single queue per buffer and deterministic
routing is used. This configuration represents the situation when no queuing scheme is
used for HoL blocking reduction. We use this configuration to measure the real impact of
HoL blocking on network performance, when we do not have any mechanism to reduce
congestion effects.

• Band-based Queuing (BBQ-4VC). This scheme is used in KNS and direct topologies when
deterministic XY DOR routing is used (see Section 2.3). We have modeled BBQ with four
queues (or VCs) per buffer. It is used to show the best performance obtained in networks
using distributed routing together with HoL blocking prevention. Note that BBQ cannot be
combined with oblivious and source-adaptive routing, since the use of alternative routes
without using VNs incurs in cycles in the channel dependency graph, then potential dead-
locks may appear.

• Oblivious Solution for Head-of-line Blocking Avoidance (OSHA). We have modeled
OSHA with two VNs, and two different configurations for the number of queues used per
VN. Specifically, OSHA-2VC uses one queue per VN (i.e., two VCs are used in total), and
OSHA-4VC-DBBQ uses two queues per VN (i.e., four VCs are used in total) to reduce HoL
blocking. In this latter case, DBBQ is used as the queuing scheme the VNs. The VN to inject
a packet is selected according to an oblivious (round-robin) policy (see Section 3).

• Source-Adaptive Solution for Head-of-Line Blocking Avoidance (SASHA). SASHA is
also modeled with two VNs. SASHA-2VC uses two queues per VN (i.e., two VCs in total),
and SASHA-4VC-DBBQ also uses two VNs and two queues per VN (i.e., four VCs in total).
The VN to inject a packet is selected according to a source-adaptive criterion (see Section 3),
so that the VN is selected in the source end node according to the lower occupancy.

Finally, we assume that end nodes are connected to switches through network interfaces, mod-
eled with as many admittance queues as end nodes are in the network. Each newly generated
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Table 2. Zipf Probability Distribution (in %) for the First Ten Preferred
Destinations (i = 1 to 10) for a 64-node Network

s 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th

1 21.1 10.5 7.0 5.3 4.2 3.5 3.0 2.6 2.3 2.1
2 61.4 15.3 6.8 3.8 2.5 1.7 1.3 1.0 0.8 0.6
3 83.2 10.4 3.1 1.3 0.7 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1

packet is stored in the admittance queue assigned to its destination so that HoL blocking is pre-
vented at traffic-generation level. Packets are transferred from admittance queues to injection
queues, which are organized according to the same scheme used in the switches. Injection queues
are flow-controlled from the switch input ports at link-level.

5.1 Traffic Modeling

Regarding traffic modeling in simulation experiments, we have used several communications
patterns being representative in current HPC applications. Indeed, the threads of a parallel
application tend to use preferred destinations due to the characteristics of the common collective-
communication schemes. For that reason, as we want to use a more realistic traffic distribution,
we have modeled the Zipf traffic distribution [7]. This traffic model is based on Zipf’s law, and it
is suitable for the evaluation of high-performance interconnects [25].

Specifically, Zipf’s law is applied to interconnection networks as a traffic distribution by using
Expression (4), where N is the number of end nodes in the network, s is a positive real number that
indicates the distribution order, and PN (i ) is the probability that a packet is addressed to the i’th
most-preferred destination, the value of i ranging from 1 to N . That is, Equation (4) establishes a
ranking of destinations according to the probability of being the destination of a packet:

PN (i ) =
i−s

∑N
j=1 j

−s
. (4)

Table 2 shows an example of the computed Zipf probability distribution for the first tenth pre-
ferred destinations in a 64-node network topology, when the value of s is 1, 2, or 3. Note that the
value of the s parameter affects strongly to the probability obtained. If the value of s is zero, then
Zipf behaves as the uniform one; the higher the value of s parameter, the higher the probability of
the packet being sent to the first destinations in the ranking. Note also that Equation (4) does not
assign a probability to a specific end node, but to a position in the ranking, i.e., the ith preferred
destination could be whatever end node in the network. Therefore, it is necessary to associate each
value of i (so each value of PN (i )) to the identifier of an actual end node. In our experiments, we
have made this association randomly, for each source of packets, so that each source has its own,
different ranking of preferred destination end nodes.

The problem with the Zipf traffic is that, with high values of s , it behaves as a many-to-one traffic
pattern where all the end nodes send traffic to a few destinations. Then, congestion situations do
not generate a significant amount of HoL blocking to measure the efficiency of queuing schemes.
For this reason, we have modeled hot-spot traffic scenarios intended to represent extreme scenar-
ios with intense traffic being suddenly generated from many sources towards the same (one or
more) preferred destinations (i.e., hot-spot destinations). Hence, one or several congestion trees
are created whose roots are located at the hot-spot destinations. In these situations, congestion
trees rapidly spread throughout the network affecting traffic flows that do not contribute to con-
gestion, thus suffering HoL blocking. Specifically, in hot-spot traffic scenarios, a percentage of
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sources (in our case 75% of source end nodes) generate traffic flows with a uniform (i.e., random)
distribution of destinations, while the remaining sources (in our case 25%) generate a large traffic
burst addressed to a single hot-spot destination.

In all experiments where Zipf and hot-spot traffic patterns are used, we measure as performance
metrics the average packet latency in μs as a function of the accepted traffic normalized against the
maximum bandwidth of the network links. The accepted-traffic metric measures the amount of
traffic that the network can absorb an deliver, and it depends on the traffic generation rate. This
traffic rate is incremental, so that we increase that from 0% of the link speed to 100%, and simulate
11 load points. For each traffic load point, the network warms up for 1ms. After the warming
period, the performance metrics are recorded in a steady state during 2ms. Therefore, we simulate
3ms of time for each load point.

Finally, we have used real-application traces from the HPCC (High-performance Computing

Challenge) benchmark [1], obtained with the VEF framework [5]. HPCC is a suite of MPI-based
tests widely used to measure the performance of processor, memory subsystem and the intercon-
nection network of HPC clusters We have chosen the PTRANS test from HPCC, which generates
a moderate load in the network. PTRANS servers to analyze if the observed behavior with syn-
thetic traffic also happens with trace-based traffic. Note that we have used traces obtained for 576
MPI tasks, so that we need four traces in a 2,304-node network, such as those modeled in the net-
work configurations #1 and #3 in Table 1. The performance metric we have obtained from traces
execution is the the execution time (in milliseconds).

5.2 Zipf Traffic Results

Figure 5 shows performance results for 2304-node 2D-KNS topologies (Network Configuration #1
of Table 1) when Zipf traffic is generated (s = 1 and s = 3).

Note that switches are configured with and without VOQs, so that in the former case low-order
HoL blocking is natively prevented. 1-VC configuration (i.e., a single VC per switch port) always
obtains the worst results as it is unable to deal with HoL blocking. BBQ-4VC always achieves the
best results, since it fits the network and routing properties. When Zipf is configured with s = 1,
it generates an all-to-all communication pattern where the 1st destination (see Table 2) receives a
higher percentage of traffic, but all the remainder end nodes also receive a representative amount
of traffic. Therefore, the traffic pattern generates a weak congestion tree addressed to the 1st des-
tination, while the background traffic addressed to the remainder destinations follows a uniform
(i.e., random distribution). For this reason, OSHA-2VC and SASHA-2VC suffer from the high-order
HoL blocking generated by the traffic pattern, as they only have two VNs and one queue per VN.
OSHA-4VC outperforms OSHA-2VC and SASHA-2VC, but its performance is still far from that of
BBQ-4VC (i.e., deterministic routing), because oblivious routing spreads HoL blocking in the avail-
able VCs. SASHA-4VC behaves like BBQ-4VC, because source-adaptive routing is able to mitigate
moderate congestion situations. By contrast, Zipf configured with s = 3 sends most of the traffic
to the 1st destination, generating a many-to-one traffic pattern, while the background traffic is re-
duced, HoL blocking appearance is minimal. Hence, we do not see significant variations between
1VC (the worst case) and BBQ-4VC (the best case).

Similarly, Figure 6 shows performance results for 13,824-node 3D-KNS topologies (Network
Configuration #2 of Table 1). Note that the series have virtually identical shape and values than
in the previous figure; thus, we can draw similar conclusions as before, regardless the size of the
topology is 6× bigger. It is worth mentioning that 3D-KNS topologies increase path diversity, and
this favors the adaptive routing algorithms that spread better the traffic in 3D-KNS topologies than
in two 2D KNS. For this reason, SASHA-4VC-DBBQ achieves the best results in this case, while
SASHA-2VC performance equals that of BBQ-4VC using half the VCs or queues.
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Fig. 5. Average packet latency (microseconds) versus normalized accepted traffic for 2,304-node 2D-KNS
topologies (Network Configuration #1 of Table 1) with and without VOQs, when Zipf traffic is generated
(s = 1 and s = 3).

Figure 7 shows performance results for 2,304-node 2D-Torus topologies (Network Configura-
tion #3 of Table 1). As we can see, the saturation point in Tori topologies is significantly lower
compared to KNS topologies, because the bisection bandwidth of KNS topologies is considerably
higher compared to Tori. Moreover, Tori topologies are proposed to deal with traffic patterns of
applications, which mostly communicate neighbor end nodes. Hence, Zipf traffic that communi-
cates all-to-all when s = 1 and many-to-one when s = 3 spoils the performance of Tori topologies,
regardless of the used queuing schemes and routing policy.

However, in Figure 7, we can observe that differences among techniques are bigger when Zipf
traffic is configured with s = 3, instead of what happened in KNS topologies. This means that
congestion trees in Tori are more dramatic when the traffic pattern is many-to-one, and queuing
schemes are required. As network diameter is also bigger, then path diversity is leveraged by the
adaptive and oblivious routing algorithm better than in the deterministic case. For this reason,
SASHA and OSHA (configured with two and four queues) outperform BBQ-4VC in Tori topologies.
It is important to mention that switches using VOQs do not achieve a significant performance
increment, compared to switches without VOQs, because congestion dynamics in Tori lead to
aggressive congestion trees that spread throughout the entire network generating high-order HoL
blocking mostly. Thus, VOQs become useless in these scenarios.

Figure 8 shows performance results for 13,824-node 3D-Torus topologies (Network Configu-
ration #4 of Table 1). As these networks use three dimensions, the path diversity and network
bisection bandwidth increase compared to 2D Tori. Note that the number of end nodes in this
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Fig. 6. Average packet latency (microseconds) versus normalized accepted traffic for 13,824-node 3D-KNS
topologies (Network Configuration #2 of Table 1) with and without VOQs, when Zipf traffic is generated
(s = 1 and s = 3).

figure is 6× higher than the previous figure, and the performance results are similar than before,
except for BBQ-4VC that achieves the best results favored by the increased bisection bandwidth.

As a conclusion, OSHA and SASHA achieve reasonably good performance results when Zipf
traffic is generated in the network. Next section shows performance results when hot-spot scenar-
ios creating stronger congestion situations are generated in the network.

5.3 Hot-Spot Traffic Results

To understand the following results, we need to detail how we set up the simulation experiments
using hot-spot traffic. In this traffic pattern 25% of the end nodes generate hot-spot traffic at a
given rate of its link bandwidth limit, which corresponds to the the load point in the network.2

Meanwhile, 75% of the end nodes generate traffic addressed to a uniform (i.e., random) distribution
of destinations. As described in Section 5.1, each load point in the plots corresponds to 3ms of
simulation time, where 1ms is devoted to warm-up the network (i.e., load it with enough traffic to
perform accurate performance metrics) and 2ms are used to measure statistics. After the warm-up
period, we mark a set of packets generated to random destinations to measure the packet latency
when they arrive at their destinations.

Figure 9 shows performance results for 2D- and 3D-KNS networks (i.e., network Configura-
tions #1 and #2 of Table 1) when we generate the hot-spot traffic scenario described in Section 5.1.

2Note that we generate 11 points with different traffic generation load ranging from 0% to 100% of link bandwidth.
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Fig. 7. Average packet latency (microseconds) versus normalized accepted traffic for 2,304-node 2D-Torus
topologies (Network Configuration #3 of Table 1) with and without VOQs, when Zipf traffic is generated
(s = 1 and s = 3).

As we can see, in Figure 9(a) all the queuing schemes but BBQ-4VC and SASHA-2VC-DBBQ suffer
from the effects of internal contention at switches near the hot-spot end node (low-order HoL
blocking). In particular, SASHA-4VC-DBBQ balances better the traffic through alternative routes
to mitigate this problem, as the source-adaptive routing realizes of congested routes at small load
rates, while oblivious and deterministic routings do not. The strange effect with latency at small
loads occurs because the HoL blocking impacts more on these techniques when the traffic load is
moderate. The same happens to SASHA-4VC-DBBQ when VOQs are used. When VOQs are used
(Figure 9(b)) the internal contention at switches disappears (as well as low-order HoL blocking);
thus, the previous effects with small load rates in the network disappear. In these scenarios, 1VC
and OSHA are not able to deal with congestion effects. In the case of 1VC, a single VC or queue is
not enough to deal with HoL blocking, regardless of the routing algorithm (in this case 1VC uses
deterministic routing). In the case of OSHA, oblivious routing ends up spreading the congestion
throughout all the paths and queues of the network.

However, SASHA-4VC-DBBQ performs efficiently (at the level of BBQ-4VC), and the network
can absorb traffic until 60% of traffic load.3 Note that the network latency does not augment after
60%, since the length of the Y-axes is in the order of microseconds (μs), as we want to show the
effects of congestion in queuing schemes other than BBQ-4VC and SASHA-4VC-DBBQ. When the

3Note that the maximum load that the network can absorb is 75% that coincides with the maximum generation rate of 75%

of end nodes generating random traffic.
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Fig. 8. Average packet latency (microseconds) versus normalized accepted traffic for 13,824-node 3D-Torus
topologies (Network Configuration #4 of Table 1) with and without VOQs, when Zipf traffic is generated
(s = 1 and s = 3).

KNS size increases to 13,824 end nodes (Figures 9(c) and 9(d)), the congestion problems augment as
well. Again, BBQ-4VC and SASHA-4VC-DBBQ deal with HoL blocking effects in a proper manner
when deterministic and source-adaptive routing algorithms are used, respectively.

Figure 10 shows performance results for 2D- and 3D-Tori (network Configurations #3 and #4
of Table 1) when we generate hot-spot traffic. 1VC and OSHA behave like in KNS topologies.
However, there is a difference in Tori networks, since OSHA-4VC-DBBQ deals better with HoL
blocking, close to the performance of SASHA-4VC-DBBQ. As Tori topologies have longer diameter,
they avoid congestion spreading quickly. This effect favors the oblivious routing, as it helps to
randomize traffic routes when network traffic load is not too high. Note that the traffic load the
network can absorb increases when 3D-Tori are used regardless the network size, since the path
diversity also augments with the third dimension. BBQ-4VC achieves the best results in 3D-Tori,
due to the benefits of the routing algorithm. SASHA-4VC-DBBQ also achieves good results, close
to those of BBQ-4VC and improving OSHA-4VC-DBBQ. As we mentioned before, adaptive and
oblivious routing algorithm can be counterproductive when strong congestion scenarios appear
[29], since it is dramatic for the network performance to spread congestion trees by the effect of
routing algorithms.

5.4 Real-Traffic Traces Results

Figure 11 shows the execution-time results (in milliseconds) for 2D-Tori and KNS topologies (i.e.,
network Configurations #1 and #3 of Table 1) when the PTRANS trace-based traffic has been
generated.
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Fig. 9. Average packet latency (microseconds) versus normalized accepted traffic for network Configurations
#1 and #2 of Table 1 with and without VOQs, when Hot-spot traffic is generated.

As we have mentioned in Section 5.1, the metric analyzed in this case is the execution time of
the application (in milliseconds). Note that the results obtained for all the network configurations
are very similar, because the PTRANS generates a moderate load, which does not saturate the KNS
topologies. However, we observe a similar trend to that shown in Figures 5 and 9, when a moderate
load is generated (i.e., between 30% and 60% of traffic load). By contrast, in 2D-Tori topologies (with
and without VOQs) the traffic load generates contention due to the smaller bisection bandwidth. In
these scenarios, SASHA improves the execution time significantly. Another important observation
is that 2D-KNS topologies obtain around 520ms of execution time, while 2D-Tori networks obtain
1,200ms when SASHA is used.

5.5 Area and Energy Consumption Considerations

In this section, we discuss the area and energy overhead of switch buffers when several VCs are
used for HoL blocking reduction. We have used the CACTI tool v7.0 [27] using its SRAM modeling.
CACTI is an analytic tool that takes a set of cache/memory parameters as input and calculates its
access time, power, cycle time, and area. We assume 128KB SRAM memories (block size is 64 bytes)
using a 22nm technology mode, and a link speed equal to 100Gbps (i.e., 12.5GB/s). By means of the
CACTI tool, we obtained that the SRAM area of is 0.26mm2, and the power consumption, which
is determined by the total dynamic read energy/access, is equal to 0.09nJ. Note that the switch
organization based on VOQs may use stacked buffers connected to several stacked crossbars. We
have omitted this study, since the specific details of VOQ-based switches are not available, as
far as we know. We think that the area and energy results obtained with CACTI are reasonable,
compared with recently published results from the industry [31]. Note that the number VCs used
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Fig. 10. Average packet latency (microseconds) versus normalized accepted traffic for network Configura-
tions #3 and #4 of Table 1 with and without VOQs, when Hot-Spot traffic is generated.

per switch depends on the network hardware features, since the buffer size is fixed, and the VCs
required by OSHA and SASHA techniques depends on those offered by the hardware. Finally, note
that a thorough study of the power consumption when different traffic patterns are executed in
the network is expected as future work.

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this article, we have proposed a new approach to deal with HoL blocking in KNS and direct
network topologies using oblivious and source-adaptive routing. We configure the network to use
two VNs offering independent buffer space to store packets routed through the multiple routes
offered by the routing algorithms. The use of two VNs guarantees that no deadlocks appear. Each
VN needs to use several queues to separate packets, thus reducing HoL blocking. As our approach is
valid for either oblivious or source-adaptive routing, we refer to it as OSHA (Oblivious Solution for

Head-of-Line Blocking Avoidance) and SASHA (Source-Adaptive Solution for Head-of-Line Blocking

Avoidance), based on the routing. OSHA and SASHA use a new queuing scheme at each VN, called
Dynamic Band-based Queuing (DBBQ), which maps traffic flows to the available queues, so that
HoL blocking is reduced. We have evaluated OSHA and SASHA by means of extensive simulation
experiments, modeling KNS and direct networks up to 13K end-nodes, under synthetic (Zipf and
hot-spot) and trace-based traffic patterns. In the light of the obtained results, we can conclude that
OSHA and SASHA deal efficiently with HoL blocking, requiring a reduced set of queues, when
we use oblivious or source-adaptive routing in KNS and direct networks, regardless the network
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Fig. 11. Execution time for network Configurations #1 and #3 of Table 1 with and without VOQs, when the
PTRANS traces are used.

size. The proposed solutions are easy to implement in real products, as they do not introduce extra
overhead.
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